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The first meeting of the IGNOU’s Institution’s Innovation Council (IIC 2.0) was
organized on December 19, 2019 at the Dr. S. Radhakrishnan Block in IGNOU. The
council meeting was chaired by Prof. R. R. Kanhere, Pro-Vice Chancellor, IGNOU
and total 30 members participated in the meeting which included IGNOU faculty
members, external experts from industry, education & banking sector and innovator
students of IGNOU. It also included IGNOU alumni members.
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“Daring ideas are like
chessmen moved forward; they may be
beaten, but they may
start a winning game.”
- Johann Wolfgang von
Goethe
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The Institution’s Innovation Council at IGNOU was setup at NCIDE in 2018 as per
the directions of the MHRD’s Innovation Cell (MIC). Since then IIC has been
organizing various kinds of activities and programmes for promoting, nurturing and
supporting innovation among IGNOU students and faculty. The main objective of
this meeting of the IIC 2.0 was to apprise the members about the functioning of IIC
2.0 and the various activities and initiatives taken by the council and NCIDE towards
creating an innovation ecosystem in the University. The plan of action of IIC 2.0 was
also shared with the members with a view to take their inputs and suggestions in this
regard.
Welcoming the members to the seminar, Dr. Sujata Santosh presented the
background of the meeting. She mentioned that IIC at IGNOU was doing many
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activities and the first meeting was aimed
at obtaining a clear understanding and
also to pave the road ahead for the future
activities of the IIC at IGNOU.
Dr. Oum Prakash Sharma, President IIC
2.0 and Director, NCIDE addressed the
members and mentioned that IIC was
established at IGNOU in the year 2018.
Since then it had been actively engaged in
activities related to promotion of
innovation and entrepreneurship among
the distance learners of IGNOU. He also said
that the meeting is a platform for presenting
the activities already taken up, and also for
devising the future activities keeping in
view the various challenges as IGNOU is not
a conventional university with on-campus
students and teachers. Dr. Sujata Santosh
presented a talk on an introduction to
IIC 2.0. She presented a background to the
IIC 2.0. Dr. Jyotsna Dikshit presented a brief
report of the activities of IIC from October
15, 2018 to August 30, 2019 &1st Quarter (Sep. to Nov., 2019). Dr. Oum Prakash Sharma presented
the plan of action for Quarter II and Quarter III (2019-2020) which includes IIC and MIC driven
activities as several self driven activities aimed at encouraging and motivating students and faculty
towards innovation, startups and entrepreneurship development.

The meeting was very live and interactive. The members appreciated the initiatives taken up by the
University to encourage innovation and startup among students and faculty and to provide them
different kind of support. Members deliberated upon various aspects regarding promoting,
supporting and nurturing innovation and startups in the University and gave several important and
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useful suggestions such as:
1.

University should make a provision for proper protection of ideas of the students and faculty.
In this regard, necessary legal and IP related support should be provided to the students who
submit their ideas.

2.

As the Regional Centre Delhi-2 has identified several entrepreneur students who have their
startups, it was suggested that a national meet of innovators and entrepreneurs may be
organized by the NCIDE in collaboration with the Regional Centre, Delhi-2.

3.

A virtual platform may be created to provide different kinds of support and networking to the
innovator and entrepreneur students of IGNOU including alumni.

4.

University should promote and support the interaction between industry and IGNOU students
for incubating and nurturing innovations.

5.

University should try to set up an Incubation Centre for budding innovators of the University
and tie up with other existing regional incubators to support innovator students.

6.

Look out for agencies providing seed funding and also full funding and also facilitate innovator
students in getting financial support from such agencies.

7.

Success stories of IGNOU entrepreneurs and innovators should be collected, documented and
disseminated through different media including print and electronic.

8.

IGNOU faculty may be encouraged and supported for getting funds from external agencies for
innovations in different fields. For this purpose, proper provision and mechanism need to be
developed at university level.

Finally, it was suggested to work on various aspects in small working groups to develop specific
mechanism and modalities to promote and support innovation and startup among IGNOU students
and faculty. It was also suggested that activities and achievements of IIC should be shared with other
stakeholders through different social media. The innovator students should be given exposure to the
Incubation Centres, Industries and Startup companies.
Dr. O. P. Sharma
Director, NCIDE and President, IIC 2.0
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Innovative Initiatives @ IGNOU
Cost Effective and Flexible Web-based Video Counselling
- An Innovative Experiment at IGNOU

In Open and Distance Learning System, the new technologies give us a chance to deliver a lecture to
students who we know, answer the questions asked by them through a video conferencing or a chat
facility by connecting and understanding the learning styles and preferences of our students. With
the help of technology, we can now inform our students about the virtual lecture to be delivered
online, get connected synchronously through the live lecture, respond to their query during the live
lecture and upload the lecture for our students on a webpage which they could access and go
through. The students can access the lectures later also through multiple devices like mobile, or on
the tab or laptop, they can pause the lectures, write some detailed notes and carry on learning.
Recently, the IGNOU management has decided to provide web-counselling from IGNOU HQ to the
students of low enrolment programmes, and NCIDE’s scheme of providing Web Enabled Academic
Support (WEAS/व्यास) to the students of low enrolment programmes gives an opportunity to try and
test innovative ways of providing web counselling in particular web-based video counselling to our
students who are geographically distributed. Khuman et al. (2013) identified that students who are
attending counselling sessions from a network specially from educational institutes that blocked port
1935 and 80 were not able to attend the counselling session when using some professional software
for the same. With the latest technologies and freely available tools we wanted to test students’
accessibility (anywhere and anytime) of web-based video counselling for our students of Jan and
July 2019 batch that are free from basic issues of connectivity problems faced during 2009-2013.
NCIDE experimenting this cost effective and flexible initiative to impart academic support to
distance learners through web based video counselling.

Objectives of the Experiment
The main objectives of the experiment on low cost web based video counselling were to:



explore cost effective and innovative ways to provide web-based video counselling from IGNOU
HQ to the students of low enrolment programmes,



reach out to the students of Jan and July 2019 batch of PGDSS programme of IGNOU through
web-based video counselling and guide them at each step of their learning path,
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use free, easily available cost-effective, student and teacher friendly tools for web-based video
counselling, and



empower the teachers to conduct web-based video counselling anywhere, anytime, and at their
own pace and place.

Our ways to provide web-Based video counselling
1. Induction Meeting– Through Hangout and Youtube live streaming for July 2019 batch
2. Full programme support – Conducting Course-wise live streaming sessions For Jan and July 2019
students
3. Providing 2-way video-based interaction through Hangout (wherever required)
4. 5 min video snippets on concepts, definitions, processes etc. (planned)
5. Video Snippets on course-wise hard spots (planned)
6. Guiding students about assignments and prepare them for exams (planned)
Experiment 1: To conduct virtual induction meeting for all the students of July 2019 Session

We conducted two-way video based virtual induction meetings with the students of the programme
located at different locations of India. Affordable hardware like Desktop PC with integrated webcam,
and headphone was used. Google hangout was used to interact with the students. It was exciting and
motivating that I could interact with my students face-to-face though virtually. Could see them,
listen to them and get their ideas and feedback about the programme.
The interactive session made them clear their doubts
about the process to complete the programme. The
purpose of the session was to explain and discuss
about how to use SLM, assignment preparation,
projects, etc. The issues faced by students like
non-receipt of study materials etc. were also
discussed. We found that two-way video-based web
counselling is good when we require to interact with
the students f-2-f virtually.
The only limitation was to record the interaction for
future reference. This lead us to experiment the
second method where we wanted the students to watch us and listen to our lecture as if I was
teaching in a classroom and the same could be recorded, edited and uploaded for future reference.
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Experiment 2: Live Streaming by Projecting on Wall and teaching as done in classroom

As a second experiment we conducted live streaming sessions for the students. For this a corner was
identified at the incubation lab at NCIDE where the entire setup was created. The programme
schedule was already circulated to the students in advance through discussion forum and
programme calendar. Automated reminders were sent to the students in regular intervals for
reminding them to attend the programme. As the students of this programme are working
professional it was decided to keep counselling session between 1:00 to 2:00 p.m. Two virtual
sessions, each per week were held following this strategy. During the first virtual session 23 students
participated in the live programme and a total of 57 students viewed the programme. In the second
virtual session, 23 students participated in the live programme and a total of 42 students viewed the
programme. Student interaction took place in both the sessions.
Through this experiment we were not only able to live stream classroom to our students, but we were
able to upload videos after editing on the same day. This enabled the students to view the video
lecture at their own time and convenience as due to some other engagement they were not able to
attend the live streaming sessions. Everything worked well for us and our students but we wanted to
experiment streaming the presentation form the desktop itself. This led us to experiment live
streaming through Desktop PC by showing the presentation as well as the teacher as and when
required
Experiment 3: Live Streaming through Desktop PC by showing the presentation as well as the
teacher as and when required
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This was a challenging task as we were required to stream the presentation as well as the presenter
from the same system. Also, as we were looking for a cost-effective solution, we needed to identify
an open source software which could stream sessions for us as well as capture the teacher and
presentation on desktop as and when required and stream. Thus, a software was identified and used
for live streaming. As the slides were now streaming through the desktop this improved the quality
of the video. Students felt the session more interactive and enjoyed the session like real classroom.
Student feedback
“Respected Khuman Sir, thanks to this way to teach us which may very effective and helpful.
Unfortunately, not time to attained at your schedule but later its helpful for us. I wanna say to you
you should start Bachelor, Master, M Phil and PhD programme in Sustainability Science for Future
Bharat.”, “This live session was very helpful for understanding the objective and different modules
of the course. Thanks.”

Conclusion
The common concerns of ODL, for both students and teachers, are timely conduct of counselling
sessions, regular contact etc. This new initiative in addition to existing support service system will
minimize the gaps. Again, based on our experience to conduct online counselling during 2009-2013,
we learnt that using specific software or programme has limitations especially for students. The best
principle with this initiative is that reaching the unreached at anytime and anywhere, at our own
place and pace with low cost delivery mechanism (or zero cost) is possible, especially in this era
when every citizen has access to ICT, like in social networking sites. Effective utilization of
commonly available medium opens a new era to support students service in ODL system.
Dr. Y.S.C. Khuman
Assistant Professor, SOITS, IGNOU
and
Dr. Jyotsna Dikshit
Deputy Director, NCIDE, IGNOU

Reference:
Khuman, Y S C, S.K. Yadav and M. K. Salooja (2013). Teaching Sustainability Science. In Santosh, Sujata and
Ghosh, C. K. (editors). Creative Sparks of Innovation. 201-209. Published by Indira Gandhi National Open
University, 2013. ISBN : 978-81- 266-6603-4
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Innovative Practices @ IGNOU

Saturday-Video-Classes at Regional Centre -Port Blair
As the entire Andaman & Nicobar Islands has only three Colleges (JNRM, ANCOL, MG-Maya, there
is dearth of academic resource persons for RC-Port Blair students. To balance and manage the
shortage of academic colleges, the RC- Port Blair has started the ‘Saturday-Video-Class(es)’ at the RC
itself with effect from 11 November 2017. Initially, the afternoon (2-5 pm) session was repetition of
the forenoon session. Later, separate CDs were played during afternoon session to avoid the
repetition. Further, on Saturday, three sessions for three groups of students were also conducted
(10-12; 12-1; 2-5 pm).

Technological Features of the Innovation
The Saturday-Video-Class(es) were conceptualised and started at the RC-Port Blair to improve the
situation of non-utilisation / under-utilisation of 130 CDs, 29” inch Onida TV, Philips CD player etc.
in order to manage the power failures during the video class, a DC player, TV, amply-speaker are
connected to Inverter supply for uninterrupted power service. To have uniform loudness in the hall,
computer speakers are also provided at the corners of the hall. With the help of local cable operator
(ANC), Gyan Darshan-2 is added as a free channel to 2 lakhs houses at Andaman & Nicobar Islands.

Creative and Innovative Features
This innovative initiative compensated the shortage of Academic Counsellings in the region for
many academic programmes / courses activated at RC-PB by using CDs in Saturday Video-classes.
In the cases when students did not receive the study material in time, the RC motivated them to
watch / attend Video-classes for their academic benefit. RC has been trying to use all the available
CDs for Saturday Video Class, leaving none. Thus, the academic infrastructures are well utilised for
the purpose for which it is meant

Implementation of the Innovation
The course / programme specific students of both current batch and previous session students
(within validity period for registration) are informed through bulk SMS, e-mail, press-release, phone
calls and letter by post too about the video classes being conducted. Students, who could not
attended Saturday video classes, are given another chance and opportunity to watch the CDs from
Monday to Friday (10-5pm) also.

Impact of the Innovation
The participation of students in the video classes is improving day-by-day. Earlier, the video classes
faced zero attendance also. But presently the class has two-digit attendance; and always has one or
two students. The face-to-face academic-counselling sessions at one of the study centres under
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RC-Port Blair has nearly 1 to 5 students per class in 85% cases. The attendance in Saturday video class
is almost the same as in the face-to-face counselling session in Port Blair. Total 227 students
participated in 57 Video classes with an average of 4 students per class. As a result of the Saturday
Video-classes students are taking more interest in the studies and it is expected that their
performance will be better in the exam.

Scalability and Sustainability of the Innovation
Large number of PG /UG/Diploma level students of the region are getting the academic benefit out
of the Saturday video classes being held at the RC-Port Blair. In addition to earlier 130 CDs, during
RDs meeting (Nov. 2018) 52 more CDs were brought from EMPC. These CDs are also being used
now. Not only the newly enrolled students, but also the pervious batch students (from 3-4 year old
batches) also attended the Saturday video classes at the RC for their academic benefit. This model of
Saturday Video Class can be expanded to all the RCs of IGNOU across the country in a phased
manner.
As the Saturday video class initiative is gaining momentum and also popularity, the awareness is
also increasing among the students. Therefore, the Semi-Professional Assistant of RC is being
engaged to manage the video classes for improving student’s participation in future too. It requires
no additional manpower or financial expenditure to sustain its continuity.
In fact the video CDs are supplementary to the printed study material of IGNOU and through this
experiment we ensure proper and full usage of the video programmes developed by the faculty of
IGNOU. Moreover, it is a well-known fact that learning from video is more powerful when
compared to a simple text. In other words, the learning that includes use of more than one secure organ like our eyes and ears together which is more effective than simple reading from books. Thus,
the Saturday Video Class is relevant and more suitable academic format for ODL system in general
and IGNOU in particular.
Dr. S. Ganesan
Regional Director
IGNOU Regional Centre Port Blair

NOTIFICATION

IGNOU organises Hackathon for Its Students
Like the previous year, the Ministry of Human Resource Development (MHRD) has launched the Smart India
Hackathon initiative (SIH) 2020, this year also. It is a nationwide initiative to provide students a platform to
solve some of the pressing problems we face in our daily lives, and thus inculcate a culture of product
innovation and a mindset of problem solving. The focus is on promoting innovation, out-of-the-box thinking in
young minds. For details about Smart India Hackathon, students can visit SIH Website https://www.sih.gov.in/.
IGNOU is organizing an Internal Hackathon at University level for selecting teams for SIH 2020. Internal
Hackathon will be organized during January 17-20, 2020 at IGNOU, Maidan Garhi, New Delhi.

 All IGNOU students can participate in the Internal Hackathon at IGNOU. However, it is suggested that the
each team may have students from different disciplines having one or two members from computer science
background also.
 The interested students can choose any problem statement given on the SIH Website under the various
sectors and submit the same to the Coordinator (SIH) IGNOU latest by January 10, 2020.
 The selected teams will be invited to participate in the Internal Hackathon at IGNOU during January 17-20,
2020 at their own expenses.
After teams are selected through Internal Hackathon, their registration will be done through SIH Website and
hand holding will be done by NCIDE and School of Computer and Information Sciences (SOCIS), IGNOU.
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Innovation Club@IGNOU

Brainstorming on
Web based Video Counselling at IGNOU
With increasing use of technology, several innovative experiments are being taken up in the field of
education to make teaching – learning more effective. In open and distance learning system also
such innovative initiatives have been taken up to make academic counselling more effective and
useful to the learners. The Innovation Club@IGNOU in its meeting held on 30th December, 2019 at
the Conference Room, NCIDE, IGNOU deliberated upon such very important aspect on “Web based
Video Counselling in IGNOU”. The presentation was given by Dr. Jyotsna Dikshit, NCIDE and
Dr. Y.S.C. Khuman, SOITS, which was followed by a discussion

Dr. Sujata Santosh, coordinator InnovationClub@IGNOU, welcomed the members and participants
and initiated the meeting. Dr. Oum Prakash Sharma, Director, NCIDE addressed the members and
said that the issue of low enrolment in some of the programmes is an important topic in the ODL
scenario of today. He mentioned that counselling for connecting with students is very important
especially in case of low enrolment programmes.
The speakers, Dr. Dikshit and Dr. Khuman mentioned about the various problems faced by the
university to provide counselling to the learners anytime, anywhere. They highlighted the need of
various types of personalised student centric counselling they could provide to their learners both
synchronously and asynchronously. Dr. Dikshit further added that in 2019 NCIDE also initiated the
Web Enabled Academic Support (WEAS/व्यास) scheme for distance mode programmes, with three
programmes PGCAP, PGDPSM and PGDSS, the focus was on providing a personalized kind of
teaching and learning environment both for teachers and students.
Dr. Khuman highlighted about the need to provide web-counselling from IGNOU HQ to the
students of low enrolment programmes. He also gave a brief overview of the earlier experiments
related to providing online video counselling for the online programmes mentioning the highlights
and various issues associated with it. He also said that in the present context as the various social
networking sites have become very popular among students. So, efforts were made to use these
networking sites to connect with the learners.
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Dr. Dikshit and Dr. Khuman mentioned that the problem of counselling especially in context to
low-enrollment programmes led them to experiment various innovative ways of reaching out to
their learners through web-based video counselling. Dr. Jyotsna said that they have been trying
various ways of providing the web-based video counselling since past one month. They highlighted
the main features of the web-based video counselling. They said that the initiative aims to provide
web-based video counselling from IGNOU HQ to the students of low enrolment programmes. The
intent is to reach out to the students of January 2019 and July 2019 session of PGDSS programme of
IGNOU through web-based video counselling at each step of their learning path. The speakers
mentioned that the initiative also helps the teachers to provide web-based video counselling
anywhere, anytime and at their own pace and place through innovative means. They also
demonstrated and highlighted the features of the three experiments viz. conducting induction
meeting through hangout for the students of July 2019 session, live streaming by projecting on wall
and teaching as done in classroom and live streaming through Desktop PC by showing the
presentation as well as the teacher as and when required.
Dr. Sujata Santosh
Assistant Director, NCIDE &
Co-ordinator InnovationClub@IGNOU

Innovative Ideas
Do you have an idea to improve the existing system, to solve long pending issues, to find a way to remove
hurdles with regard to teaching-learning in both face-to-face as well as ODL system? Have you invented or
discovered any gadget, have you identified a person who should be brought into the limelight for the
betterment of the society? Have you done some innovation? Then this is the place for you.
Is it a new idea or innovation? Is it really a new gadget or new method? It will have to be checked by a panel of
experts. But it needs to be reported first. But how can it be reported? Who will report it? Dr. Sunil Kumar
Das has shared below an innovative idea. You can also share your such ideas through this coloumn.

Creation of a ‘Network of Innovation Reporters’

We all have lot of limitations on personal level with regard to reachability, demographic reasons
and other issues. We notice variety of innovations around us, but many if them are not reported
properly. For that purpose, we may consider creating a group of Innovation Reporters at all India
Level (from all RCs including main campus) so that we can receive many such reports of innovation
from different parts of the country. This will also help in further enrichment of the ODL system. For
that purpose, I have an idea to create a network of Innovation Reporters all over the country. They
may be given an orientation or may be provided with guidelines about the identification of
innovators and reporting their innovative work in a proper format. Such innovative stories may be
published on some electronic platform or web portal for wider dissemination of the innovations.
Later on these stories of innovations may be compiled and published in the form of a book also.
Dr. Sunil Kumar Das
Deputy Director, EMPC
IGNOU, New Delhi
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Story of An Innovator

Hindi TED – A Mobile App for Learning Hindi through Translation,
Example and Dictionary
Story of Innovation by An IGNOU Student

The ideation of the app mainly came from my PGDT (Post-Graduate Diploma in Translation)
assignment. While working on the assignment, I realized that there are lots of the words which
change their contextual meaning according to the context in which they are used or spoken. For
example, a sample from my assignment only:

Distribution means वितरण, but in the context of rainfall, it becomes विभाजन

Another a significant example is the name of our university itself –
Also, another factor that motivated me was that being a Hindi language enthusiast, I dedicate lot of
time doing activities related to the Hindi language. This made me familiar with a lot of related
issues. In my teaching, one of the aspects is spoken Hindi language training. While doing the same,
I observed that one of the most common issue faced by all of my students is that though they are
keen towards learning the language, they are interested only in the most common/most popular
Hindi words but not the technical-words of Hindi. One hypothetical solution would be to take a
dictionary and underline each and every popular word, which is totally unrealistic and
cumbersome.
It is important to understand that every word has its contextual meaning. So, how to pre-understand
the context (background) of words before using it, and how to know the most spoken words of the
Hindi or any other language?

Need of Innovation
Idea for this app came to my mind while I was doing my PGDT-5 assignment and there were
chapters on literature, science, agriculture, sports etc. and I found that the same words were
changing their behavior on the basis of cultural context.
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For example :
Context

Example of Multiple Use of Word - Fire

Literature

Poetry glow with the fire

Science

Heat the tube with low temperature

of words.

fire.

कविता शब्दों की ऊर्ाा से प्रकावशत होती है

ट्यूब को कम आँच में गरम करें

Agriculture

Lands are burnt with fire.

आग से भूवम र्ल गयी है

Sports

There should be fire on body.

देह में उत्साह की ज्िाला होनी चावहए

You can see in the table above that the word “fire” has different Hindi words (ऊर्जा, आँच, आग,

ज्वजलज) for different cultural context. Also, in PGDT-1 course book (Page no. 43 of अनि
ु ाद की प्रक्रिया,
प्रकार एिं सीमाएँ), it’s written that “each word has different cultural background and hence it’s

important to choose right-kind of word in different translations”. This made me think and inspired
me to make efforts to develop an app to address all these issues and help Hindi language learners.

The Hindi-TED app gives sentence-examples and all possible word meanings to bridge the gap of
word and cultural context. Hence, I collaborated with many expert translators to create a popularity
scale of words, based on CEF (Central European Framework) language-scales. This is shown below:





Level 1 – the most spoken word (basic level)
Level 2 – the literature word (mid- advance level)
Level 3 – the literature word (advance level)

This innovative application provides Hindi learners (non-native), Hindi translators and Hindi
students – a common app to solve their language query. Some of the features of this innovative app
are:
 Hindi and English Word Search Functionality





Dictionary Functionality



Transliteration (ललप्यंतरण) Functionality using Google Voice-to-Text API

Idioms and Proverb Functionality
Hindi and English Voice Search Functionality
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Description of Innovation
The name of the app is Hindi-TED which refers to "Hindi through Translation, Example and
Dictionary". This innovation is more about disrupting the way we use our Dictionary. Hence, the
following are the innovations:



Hierarchy of each and every word (A1-A2; B1-B2; C1-C2).



Hindi/English Language Learning- based on international CEF (Common European
Framework for Languages) Levels.



Dictionary Usage by creating Word Family (consist of meaning, idioms, proverb and contextual
-meaning).



Translation Support through Sentence-examples.

The use of Hindi-TED application is merely as a dictionary and vocabulary builder. The utility
features of this innovative app are following:
Utility for Hindi learners (non-native)Students from UK, US, Japan, Korea, Netherlands,
Poland, Austria, etc. are using this app to build-up their
vocabulary.

 Level 1 Words- for A1 to A2 Language level
students (basic level).

 Level 2 Words – for B1 to B2 Language level
students (mid- advance level).

 Level 3 Words – for C1 to C2 Language level
students (advance level).

Utility for Hindi Translators
Translators find sentence-examples, for each word they
search.
They also have “Equivalent English Word” functionality
to further expand their word-abilities (through HindiEnglish mappings).
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Utility for Hindi Students
Students are more focused on enhancing their vocabulary and get meaning of words from all possible perspective. Hence, this app has:

 Word Search
 Associated Word Synonyms
 Associated Proverb/Idioms
 Associated Examples

Implementation Strategy
Thanks to Student Innovation Award-2019 and NCIDE team who motivated me to build up the team
of 5 people (from designing to programming) to realize the idea.

The app looks very basic from the front-end with single search-bar in the first screen, but lot goes
inside and a basic ideation is shown in the architecture of the app below:
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The architecture of the app contains front-end, back-end and database interaction. The front-end
consists of web-app which manages the data-addition to our server and Admin CRM for
content-management. The data goes through API (application program interface) following the REST
protocol. The backend has a business segment and third-party integration with popularity-matching
algorithm to decide which word is popular and which is less popular. The popularity value stays in
the MySQL database. Further, infrastructure automation is also planned for user’s smooth experience
in the app.
Among the third-party integration, we have added the Ads (advertisements) to make the app
sustainable and keep it functioning each day and also for maintaining the cost of our server.

Beneficiaries and Uses
The app is useful for Hindi learners (non-native), Hindi Translators and Hindi Students. The
translators can find sentence-examples, for each word they search. They also have “Equivalent
English Word” functionality to further expand their word-abilities. Students can use it for enhancing
their vocabulary
Ideation: Mr. Vivek Tripathi, PGDT, IGNOU RC Mumbai
Design Team: Ms. Shipra Pandey and Mr. Sandeep Chaturvedi;
Development Team: Mr. Dinesh Rathod, Mr. Mahesh Saini and Mr. Abhishek Bharti

NCIDE
The National Centre for Innovation in Distance Education (NCIDE) was established in
December 2005. It is a facility for promoting, supporting, re-engineering and disseminating
innovations in Open and Distance Learning (ODL) system. The NCIDE is a ground for
nurturing bright and inquisitive minds whose ideas and explorations are expected to
revolutionize the ODL system to suit the needs of Gennext. The Centre's goal is to develop a
culture of continued search for new and innovative solutions to offer seamless education for
all, achieve cost efficiency in its operations and provide borderless access to quality
education and training.
We look forward to receiving your suggestions for this e-newsletter. We also welcome your
contributions for the future issues. Please send us your emails at:
sujata.santosh@ignou.ac.in or ncide@ignou.ac.in
For more information please contact:
National Centre for Innovation in Distance Education
Block G, Zakir Hussain Bhawan, New Academic Complex
Indira Gandhi National Open University
Maidan Garhi, New Delhi -110068
Phone: 011-29536413, 011-29536398
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